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Partners Group: ‘Great deal of interest’
in 401(k) market
2021 marks the year products aimed at tapping the defined contribution market see the
light of day. Increased interest in such vehicles suggests more are soon to come.

Department of Labor guidance last year

can compare, the more likely it is to see
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plan sponsors adopting these products in

products that can access the vast pool of

greater numbers.”
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Competition in the form of CITs is

401(k)s. An executive at one of the firms

expected to begin later this year, although
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Robert Collins
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And a recent court decision seems to
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investing in private equity.

managers”, according to the plaintiffs’

“does not require that fiduciaries mimic

original complaint.

the industry standard when making

“Although plaintiffs allege comparisons

Intel decision

investments.”

At the end of January, a US District

of the Intel funds’ performance to ‘peer’

Court judge dismissed claims by two

and ‘comparable’ funds, plaintiffs have

litigation, Lichtenstein said, compared

former participants in two of tech
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The plaintiffs argued that Intel’s
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